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Abstract

given enough hidden nodes, such a network can approximate
any reasonable function to any required degree of accuracy.
This is usually achieved by training the network with an error backpropagation algorithm (Scapura 1995).
Since backpropagation just optimizes the weights of the
connections on a predefined neural network architecture,
it is difficult to avoid the underfitting or overfitting problem. An evolutionary approach (Salomon 1998), like particle swarm optimisation, can overcome these problems. Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a stochastic global optimization technique inspired by the social behavior of bird
flocking (Kennedy & Eberhart 1995; Shen et al. 2004;
Zhang, Shao, & Li 2000). The particles share information
with each other, in particular information about the quality of the solutions they have found at specific points in the
search space. The best solution discovered by a specific particle is referred to as the personal best solution. Particles
move towards other personal best solutions with certain velocities in order to discover improved solutions.
We propose a modified particle swarm optimisation algorithm with an annealing factor combined with architecture mutation operators. The proposed approach optimises
the connection weights and the architectures of the neural
networks simultaneously and thereby avoids the problem of
slow convergence speed and the tendency to overfitting. The
particle swarm optimisation algorithm is used for training
the weights of the neural networks, whereas the architecture
mutation operators (hidden node deletion, connection deletion, connection addition, and hidden node addition) are applied to find the optimal network structure. The individual
steps of our algorithm, called PSONet, are summarized in
Figure 1.
The efficiency and quality of the algorithm depends significantly on the fitness function used to rank the neural networks. It is based on two factors: the prediction accuracy
and the complexity of the network.
The accuracy of a neural network is defined by the rootmean-square error (RMSE):
qP
2
i,j (Oij − Tij )
RMSE =
S·N
where Oij and Tij are the actual value and target value, respectively, for the jth output in the i training example. S is
the size of training set and N the number of output nodes.

In this paper, we apply artificial neural networks to control the
targeting system of a robotic tank in a tank-combat computer
game (RoboCode). We suggest an algorithm that not only
trains the connection weights of the neural network, but simultaneously searches for an optimum network architecture.
Our hybrid evolutionary algorithm (PSONet) uses modified
particle swarm optimisation to train the connection weights
and four architecture mutation operators to evolve the appropriate architecture of the network, together with a new fitness
function to guide the evolution.

Introduction and Background
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been used in a
variety of areas during the last thirty years (Meyer 1998;
Russell & Norvig 2003; Scapura 1995), more recently in
computer games to improve the quality of the artificial intelligence engine in these games (Schaeffer 2000). This paper
discusses the application of ANNs to control the targeting
system of a robotic tank in a tank-combat game, using the
Robocode environment (Robocode 2005; Robowiki 2005)
as a platform.
ANNs have the ability to learn over time and therefore
to adapt to new situations and strategies. In general, the
structure of an ANN determines its performance. Some traditional algorithms use a fixed structure and only train the
weights of the connections to optimise the network. Others discover a relative optimum architecture first and then
train the weights on this architecture (Koza & Rice 1991;
Odri, Petrovacki, & Krstonosic 1993; Yao & Liu 1997).
Since these algorithms are very prone to overfitting or convergence on local optima, we suggest to apply a hybridized
and evolutionary algorithm (PSONet), which simultaneously finds the best structure for the ANN and optimal
weights for its connections by using a new fitness function.

Methodology and Architecture
We restrict ourselves here to fully connected multilayer
feedforward networks, i.e., neural networks in which information is passed from the input nodes through the hidden
nodes to the output nodes. Theoretical results show that,
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Evolve with PSO

Total score
Survival rate

Initialise ANNS
Yes
Better?

ENN/
SpinBot
8208/934
100%

ENN/
Iguana 2f45
7725/1313
98%

ENN/
PheonixM
5971/2372
90%

Partially train ANNs with PSO
No
Rank ANNs and select best one

Table 1: Number of nodes and connections in the networks
produced by from PSONet using the test robots for training.

Delete hidden nodes

Evolution

Yes
Better?
No

Obtain new population

The algorithm was tested in competitions with three different opponents, which we downloaded from the web:
SpinBot, Iguana 2f45, and PheonixM. The three opponents
that we chose for testing represent the most common strategies in Robocode. Ten runs were conducted for each moving strategy, resulting in different neural networks to control our tank. Table 1 shows the competition results between
ENN and SpinBot, Iguana 2f45 and PheonixM, respectively.
ENN is the robot that uses the evolved neural networks as its
targeting system. Each competition includes 50 rounds.

Delete connections
No
Stop?
Yes
Better?

Yes
Return best ANN

No
Add connections

Yes
Better?
No
Add hidden nodes
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Figure 1: Scheme of the PSONet algorithm.
The complexity of a neural network can be expressed in
terms of a penalty:
PENALTY = ζ ·

k
K

where k is either the number of connections with nonzero
weights or the number of connections involved in evolution.
K is the total number of connections of a neural network.
ζ is a weighting factor that determines how much the complexity affects the performance of fitness function.
The overall fitness of a neural network is defined as:
FITNESS = RMSE · (1 + PENALTY )
When the fitness of a neural network reaches a predefined
threshold, the algorithm terminates (for the particular subpopulation). This is also the case if the number of generations has exceeded a maximum or if no improvement has
been made after a certain time period.

Conclusion
The goal of the work described in this paper is to investigate the feasibility of using an evolutionary algorithm to
evolve the targeting system (artificial neural networks) of a
robot tank in a challenging and realistic battle environment
(Robocode). Our approach uses architecture mutation operators to find the structure of the network and PSO to train the
weights of its connections. Although PSO is a populationbased optimisation algorithm, it does not employ any evolution operators (such as crossover or mutation). As a result,
computation costs are lower and fewer parameters have to
be adjusted. In addition, PSO converges quickly and avoids
the overfitting problem to some extent.
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